A parameterized string (p-string) is a generalization of the traditional string over two alphabets: a constant alphabet and a parameter alphabet. A parameterized match (p-match) exists between two p-strings if the constants match exactly and there exists a bijection between the parameter symbols. Historically, p-strings have been employed for source code cloning, plagiarism detection, and biological sequence structural similarity. In this work, we identify the connection between the p-match and music, one of several applications to motivate our study of holes in p-strings, and prefix array-based data structures for p-strings. First, we introduce the parameterized prefix array (pP A) for p-strings and its succinct representation, the compact parameterized prefix array (cpP A). We show an interesting construction of the cpP A via the parameterized longest previous factor (pLP F ), a more recently proposed array with connections to various pattern matching data structures and LZ factorization. Next, we introduce the parameterized string with holes (hp-string), needed to address a special form of indeterminate pattern matching with p-strings. Then, we show how to construct the compact prefix array for hp-strings. Finally, we discuss applications for our data structures.
Introduction
A parameterized string (p-string) is composed of symbols from a constant alphabet Σ and a parameter alphabet Π. Two p-strings S and T are parameterized matches (p-matches) if (1) all of the constant symbols match exactly, i.e. if S [i] , T [i] ∈ Σ then S [i] = T [i] , and (2) the parameter symbols form a bijection between S and T , i.e. for S [i] , T [i] ∈ Π and for every j where S[j] ∈ Π and S[j] = S [i] , we have T [j] ∈ Π and T [j] = T [i] . In other words, the p-match is a special form of inexact pattern matching, where the constants match exactly and the parameters consistently correspond. While the already inexact p-match framework has been taken to further inexact forms such as approximate matching [33] and matching with mismatches [6, 5] , the research in this area is very limited. Currently, the problem indeterminate pattern matching on p-strings has not been studied.
We are motivated to study this area because of the generalization of the p-match and the intricate applications that the p-match naturally addresses. By using only the Σ alphabet, any p-match algorithm/result also applies to traditional string theory [44, 32, 1] , the foundation of solutions to various applications. Further, the p-match naturally addresses problems in biology [43] , software engineering [8] , academia [7] , and music. Various music applications have been approached from the perspective of string theory and pattern matching [21, 3] ; we will later make the connection between music and the p-match. By allowing another level of inexactness to the p-match, we will add to the capability of the p-match framework and support more sophisticated applications.
Here, we consider the prefix array (P A), which was used to find repetitions in [42] , used within the Zalgorithm for pattern matching [32] , used in algorithms by [24] , and formally defined as a data structure in [45, 20] . For an n-length T , P A [i] is the length of the longest prefix common between T and T [i...n]. The P A computation is powerful for traditional pattern matching applications and, unlike the related-border array [44] , where each border [i] is the length of the longest prefix of T [1...i] that matches a suffix of T [1...i], the P A is able to also support indeterminate pattern matching [45, 18, 22, 2] . The P A has even been represented more compactly [45] . Currently, there is no P A or compact P A for p-strings.
In this work, we introduce the parameterized prefix array (pP A) and its succinct form, the compact parameterized prefix array (cpP A), whose length η is the number of nonzero entries in pP A. This extension is challenging because prefixes and suffixes of p-strings do not necessarily behave like traditional strings. Our constructions make use of the longest previous factor (LP F ) data structure [30] , which was primarily used for LZ factorization [26] and has recently motivated much research [25, 27, 28, 13, 15, 11] . In [13] , we proposed the parameterized longest previous factor (pLP F ) to extend the LP F to p-strings. We show in [15] the power of the pLP F /LP F data structures, as they can be used to construct many data structures such as the longest common prefix (LCP ), parameterized longest common prefix (pLCP ), border, parameterized-border, etc.
We introduce the hp-string, a p-string with holes (don't care symbols), which is a generalization of partial words [19] . Then, we define the hp-matching problem, and construct chpP A, the compact parameterized prefix array for hp-strings. The (compact) prefix array is a staple for indeterminate pattern matching because the linear space data structure can be used to obtain all borders of each suffix with indeterminate symbols, which is a problem that is solved in quadratic time in the worst-case (for strings with wildcards) [39] . Lastly, we identify applications for our data structures in music and software engineering. Our main theoretical results are formalized below. 
Background
Baker [8] identifies three types of pattern matching: (1) exact matching, (2) parameterized matching (p-match), and (3) matching with modifications. In this work, we focus on (2) and a new fusion between (2) and (3). The first p-match breakthroughs revolved around suffix structures on the previous (prev) encoding. The parameterized suffix tree (p-suffix tree) was proposed and constructed in [7] . Additional improvements to the p-suffix tree are given in [40, 23, 41] . Like the traditional suffix tree [44, 32, 1] , the p-suffix tree [7] implementation suffers from a large practical memory footprint. One p-matching solution to address the space problem is the parameterized suffix array (p-suffix array) in [35, 29] . The work in [12] gives sub-quadratic and near-linear time worst-case p-suffix array constructions. The structural string (s-string) was intruduced by Shibuya [43] as an extension to the p-match that incorporates complementary symbols to support structural matching (s-matching) of RNA secondary structures. Originally, the structural suffix tree was constructed in [43] to perform the s-match. The structural suffix array was proposed in [16] as an alternative suffix structure for the s-match.
Other solutions that address the p-match without the space limitations of the p-suffix tree include the parameterized-KMP [4] and parameterized-BM [9] , variants of traditional pattern matching schemes. Further, the p-match problem is addressed via the Shift-OR mechanism in [31] . Idury et al. [38] studied a heuristic known as the pfail function to address the multiple p-match problem using the traditional Aho-Corasick automaton. This pfail function is viewed as the parameterized border array (p-border), analogous to the traditional border array [44] , and has been used for p-matching and studied in a variety of combinatorial problems in [36, 37] . In [14] , we construct the structural border (s-border) array, a border array with respect to the s-string, and provide the first s-match algorithm without suffix structures.
The aforementioned p-matching is specifically for uncompressed texts. In [6, 5] , fully compressed p-matching was proposed on run-length encodings. In [14] , we showed how to p-match on run-length encoded strings as an application of the s-border array. Compressed p-matching between a compressed text and an uncompressed pattern was addressed in [10] . While the problem of p-matching with mismatches is studied in [33, 6, 5] , the existence of indeterminate symbols in p-strings is currently not examined. Note that indeterminate strings allow a position in the string to be any subset of symbols in the alphabet, and a hole (or don't care symbol) can match any symbol in the alphabet. Even though the border array supports standard pattern matching [44] and extensions support p-matching/s-matching [14] , the border definition fails to support indeterminate symbols [45] . However, the prefix array (P A) [42, 32, 24, 20] , though closely related to the border array, does support indeterminate pattern matching [45, 18] since the borders can be extracted. Indeterminate pattern matching can also be addressed without the prefix array [32, 34] . In this work, we propose and address a related problem, namely, matching parameterized strings with holes via an extension of the P A and the compressed prefix array (cP A) [45] -data structures not currently supported for p-strings. In [15] , we showed how to build various data structures with the construction of the parameterized longest previous factor (pLP F ) [13] , a p-string data structure related to the longest factor data structures of Franek et al [30] and Crochemore et al. [25, 27, 28] . In this paper, we show how to construct our new data structures via the pLP F array. We then introduce p-strings with holes (hp-strings), a generalization of partial words [19] , and construct a prefix array data structure to support matching on such strings.
A string T of length n = |T | on an alphabet Σ is a sequence of n symbols (letters) drawn from Σ. Let S • T , or simply ST , denote the concatenation of strings/symbols S and T . T [i] is the ith symbol of T .
.n], the ith suffix, and T [1...i], the ith prefix, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We use S = k T to denote S[1...k] = T [1...k]. We append a terminal symbol $ / ∈ Σ to the end of strings to clearly distinguish between suffixes; we may omit this to simplify discussions.
A parameterized string (p-string) is composed of the finite alphabets Σ, the set of constant symbols, and Π, the set of parameter symbols, such that Σ ∩ Π = ∅. We assume the use of indexed alphabets, that is, every constant and parameter symbol can be treated as a distinct integer. For readability purposes, let us define programmatic constants Σ and Π to respectively denote constant and parameter symbols. For efficient access to the symbol types of the p-string, we define the α(T ) encoding:
Note that since $ is simply to terminate the string, we can treat it as a special constant. We refer to α(T ) as the symbol alphabet encoding of T . Two p-strings are said to be parameterized matches (p-matches) when the constant symbols match exactly and the parameter symbols form a bijection. Formally, S and T p-match when |S| = |T | and prev(S, Σ, Π) = prev(T, Σ, Π). The prev encoding is defined below.
Definition 1. ([7]) prev encoding:
For an n-length p-string T , prev(T, Σ, Π) encodes each symbol T [i] ∈ Σ with the same symbol T [i] and encodes parameters T [i] ∈ Π with the distance, i.e. count of symbols, to the previous occurrence of T [i] in T or 0 in the case that no such previous T [i] exists. More formally,
When Σ and Π are clear, we use prev(T ). Given an indexed alphabet and an auxiliary O(|Π|) mapping structure, we can construct the prev on the n-length T in linear time by using the mapping structure to recall the last occurrence of each parameter.
When extending traditional matching problems to p-matching problems, we deal with a parameterized suffix (p-suffix) prev(T [i...n]), i.e. the suffix T [i...n] under prev. The major difficulty in handling p-match problems is the prev encoding, which behaves on suffixes in a way that voids traditional suffix properties. Due to the dynamic nature of the p-suffixes, p-match based data structures typically cannot be constructed using approaches for traditional strings. The challenge of dealing with p-strings is that the p-suffixes of a string are dynamic, that is, unlike traditional suffixes, a smaller p-suffix is not necessarily a suffix of a larger p-suffix.
Example 4. The p-string V = AcbcAc, with n = |V | = 6 has the p-suffixes X = (A002A2, 002A2, 00A2, 0A2, A0, 0) with
As noted in [10] , the n-length p-string T essentially compresses these n dynamic p-suffixes with O(n 2 ) total symbols, giving merit to sub-quadratic solutions to problems with p-strings.
We define the ordering of symbols from a prev encoding as follows: the terminal precedes the parameter distances, which in turn precede the constant symbols. We use S ≺ T to denote that the p-suffix S lexicographically precedes the p-suffix T . Using this ordering, the parameterized suffix array (pSA), analogous to the suffix array (SA) for traditional strings [1] , sorts the p-suffixes into a lexicographical ordering. Given the n-length T and h 1 ,
.n])}, that is, the parameterized longest common prefix is the length of the longest prefix common between two p-suffixes. The parameterized longest common prefix (pLCP ) array simply stores the plcp of the adjacent p-suffixes in the pSA.
Example 5. For T = AwBzABwz$, we have pSA= (9, 8, 7, 4, 2, 1, 5, 6, 3) 
From adjacent p-suffixes in the pSA, we have pLCP [1] = 0 by definition, pLCP [2] = plcp(1, 2, T ) = 0, pLCP [3] = plcp(2, 3, T ) = 1, etc. Collectively, pLCP =(0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 2).
In [13] , we define the parameterized longest previous factor (pLP F ), a p-string extension of the longest previous factor data structure [25] used in LZ factorization [26] . For an n-length T , pLP F [i] stores the length of the longest p-suffix prev(T [h...n]) matching the p-suffix prev(T [i...n]) such that 1 ≤ h < i ≤ n.
Definition 2. ([13]) Parameterized longest previous factor (pLP F ):
For an n-length p-string T , the pLP F is defined for each index 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that pLP F [i] is the length of the longest prefix common between the p-suffix prev(T [i...n]) and a p-suffix occurring before
The array L stores the location of each previous factor, i.e. L [i] = h, or L[i] = 0 if no such factor exists. Example 6. For W = aABwxAByz, pLP F = (0, 0, 0, 1, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1) and L = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 1). Note that pLP F [5] = plcp(5, 1, W ) = 5 since 0AB00AB00 = 5 0AB00 and no other longer p-match exists. Also note that L[5] = 1 since the longest previous plcp to prev(W [5...n]) occurred with the p-suffix prev(W [1...n]).
In the case that multiple equal-length longest factors exist for prev(T [i...n]), depending on implementation, it may not be the case that L [i] points to the leftmost occurrence. Variations on the LP F and pLP F definitions have been proposed in [28, 27, 15] . In [15] , we show a connection between the pLP F and various data structures such as the border array, which is used for symbol-based exact matching [44] . The border array is a list of elements, where each B [i] is the length of the longest prefix of T [1..i] that matches a suffix of T [1..i]. For p-matching applications (see [14] ), the parameterized-border array is the analogous data structure for p-strings by considering prefixes and suffixes under prev.
Definition 3. ([38]) Parameterized border (p-border or pB) array:
For an n-length p-string T , the pB is defined for each index 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that pB [1] = 0 and pB [i] 
An alternative symbol-based exact matching data structure is the prefix array (P A), where P A [i] is the length of the longest common prefix of T and T [i..n]. 
P A is another way to represent B. The main advantage is that P A can support indeterminate because all calculations are based only on matching prefixes, whereas B is defined on prefixes matching suffixes.
In [45] , the following succinct representation is proposed to remove the zero entries in the P A.
Definition 5. ([45]) Compact prefix array (cP A):
Given the P A for n-length T , the cP A is a pair of integer arrays (P OS, LEN) that represent the left-to-right nonzero elements of P A, i.e. P A[P OS [i] 
Example 8. For Y = AABBAABB, we have P A=(8, 1, 0, 0, 4, 1, 0, 0), P OS= (1, 2, 5, 6) , and LEN =(8, 1, 4, 1).
Note that given i, it requires O(log η) time to access P A [i] via the cP A with a binary search for i on P OS, where η = |cP A|. The expected value of η is 1 + n−1 |Σ| .
Parameterized Prefix Array
The prefix array is a core data structure in string processing that is used to solve traditional pattern matching problems and can be extended to support indeterminate matching. To address both exact patching matching and more challenging inexact matching scenarios dealing with complex biological strings [43] , source code [8] , prose, and music theory, the p-string and the p-match naturally provide the necessary capabilities. To extend the prefix array data structure to support the p-match, we define the parameterized prefix array below by encoding all prefixes under prev.
Definition 6. Parameterized prefix array (pP A):
For an n-length p-string T , the pP A is defined for each position 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that pP A [i] is the length of the longest common prefix between the p-suffixes prev(T ) and
Following [45] , we define the compact parameterized prefix array below to more succinctly represent the nonzero elements of the pP A. Definition 7. Compact parameterized prefix array (cpP A): Given the pP A for the n-length T , the cpP A is a pair of integer arrays (pP OS, pLEN ) that represent the left-to-right nonzero elements of pP A, i.e. pP A[pP OS [i] 
Example 9. For an example p-string Z = AcbcAzazAb, we have pP A = (10, 0, 0, 0, 6, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0), pP OS = (1, 5, 9) , and pLEN = (10, 6, 2).
Note that converting between cpP A and pP A only requires a linear scan. Also note that by first computing η = |pP OS| = |pLEN |, we can algorithmically decide to construct the compact data structure rather than the full-fledged prefix array when 2η < n.
Construction
Currently, the P A and cP A data structures for traditional strings (with no indeterminate symbols) are constructed either directly [45, 20] or using the border array [20] . In this section, we construct our new p-string data structures, the pP A and cpP A, using the pLP F .
First, we identify a simple way to construct the pP A/cpP A via parameterized suffix structures, which have the necessary plcp information readily available. Consider the parameterized suffix tree (pST ) [7] . We walk the path T [1] , T [2] , ..., T [n] and when at symbol T [i] , we say that all p-suffixes (say at k) that differentiate at this node have plcp(1, k, T ) = i. The problem with the pST approach is that like the traditional suffix tree [44, 32, 1] , the pST suffers from a large practical footprint. While using the lightweight pST alternative (pSA,pLCP ) will resolve this issue, powerful mechanisms [17] to yield arbitrary plcp computations can require heavy processing.
Here, we will identify more interesting constructions of the pP A/cpP A via the parameterized longest previous factor (pLP F ) [13] . The pLP F is a p-string extension of the longest previous factor (LP F ) data structure [25] . Traditionally, the LP F was used for LZ factorization [26] . However, the LP F 's utility in string matching has yielded various related data structures [28, 27, 15] . Further, we show in [15] that one pLP F construction algorithm can also construct many data structures, including the LP F , pLCP , LCP , pB, and B. Now, we look at the contents of the pLP F data structure and identify a connection with the pP A/cpP A.
For the n-length text T , each pLP F [i] is defined as the maximum prefix length common between prev(T [i...n]) and prev(T [h...n]) for some 1 ≤ h < i, where the pP A [i] is the maximum prefix common between prev(T [i...n]) and prev(T ). So, in the case that h = 1, we have pP A [i] = pLP F [i] . For other cases, h > 1 and thus 0 ≤ pP A [i] ≤ pLP F [i] . To determine these other cases, we establish further theory. The observation, formalized below, is that we can use the L to successively "hop" along the pLP F and compute an element of pP A. Lemma 1. Given the n-length text T , the pLP F and L on T , denote the elements visited during the hop-from-i as
Proof. Define the hop-from-i as the act of starting at pLP F [i] , proceeding to pLP F [L [i] ], proceeding to pLP F [L 2 [i] ], etc. until a non-existing entry is accessed (when i = 0 or L y [i] = 0 for y ≥ 1). Thus, the list of elements visited during the hop-from-i is [i] ] is the last element visited.
In words, the hop-from-i is an operation to successively visit the length of longest parameterized prefix common with the current prefix and a previous p-suffix in T , until no previous p-suffixes exist. So, pLP F [i] is the length and L [i] is the location of the p-suffix in T with the longest prefix common with the p-suffix prev(T [i...n]). By Definition 2, pLP F [L [i] ] must then be the length and L 2 [i] [1] . When L f [i] = 1 and |H i | > 1, we have L[i] = 1. Thus, the longest prefix matching with prev(T [i...n]) did not occur directly with prev(T ) and rather, the length of the longest prefix common between prev(T [i...n]) and prev(T ) is the minimum such prefix length in the hop-from-i, i.e. pP A [i] = min(H i ).
Algorithm 1 constructs each element pP A [i] by calling the hop function, which uses Lemma 1 to compute pP A [i] . In the following, we formalize the running time of the algorithm. Note that extra space is space which is allocated locally, that is, memory beyond the parameters and intended return value. Proof. The correctness of Algorithm 1 follows from Lemma 1. The running time is clearly bounded by the n calls to the function hop. In hop, the running time is bounded by the number of "hops", or iterations of the loop in lines 11-14. Suppose the maximum number of iterations is h. Then the running time is in O(nh). We now bound h. So, pLP F [i] is visited during the first iteration, pLP F [L [i] ] is visited at the second iteration, pLP F [L 2 [i] ] at the third iteration, etc. until no such element exists or the L value accessed is 0. Since by Definition 2, we know that each L [i] points to a previous longest factor, i.e. 1 ≤ L[i] < i, then clearly h ∈ distinct(L). Thus, the running time is in O(n × distinct(L)), Since the algorithm does not allocate any space beyond the required pP A, the extra space is in O (1) .
The previous approach shows a new and interesting connection between the pLP F and the pP A, albeit the running time is not on par with the traditional P A linear time constructions [45, 20] . The bottleneck of Algorithm 1 is the need to construct each pP A [i] by visiting/hopping multiple indices of L[1.. .i] . Notice that each hop moves to previous elements in the pLP F . With this, we consider the relationship between the elements visited during the computations of say pP A [i] and pP A [j] . We observe that the computations from the hop from i, needed to compute pP A [i] , can help solve pP A[j] when j > i and pLP F [i] is visited during the hop from j. The observation is formalized in the following lemma. By Lemma 2, we can first compute a pP A element and then use that value to compute another. We implement this in Algorithm 2. By Definition 6, we know that pP A [1] = n, so the algorithm uses a single left-to-right scan of the pLP F from i = 2...n to compute each element pP A[2...n]. When we reach an i with a previous matching prefix, i.e., a nonzero L [i] , we compute pP A [i] by taking the minimum of the current longest prefix value, i.e. pLP F [i] , and the minimum of the old longest prefixes, i.e. the elements visited during the hop-from-L [i] already computed in pP A[L [i] ] (line 7). The running time and extra space complexities are formalized below. At this point, we have constructed the pP A. We can very easily generate the cpP A by running Algorithm 2 to obtain the pP A first and making a cpP A element for each pP A [i] > 0. While this maintains the same O(n) time construction of Algorithm 2, we have used the n-length pP A to construct the η-length cpP A. Thus, construction of the cpP A in this manner will use O(n) extra space.
Proof. Following Lemma 1, the list of elements visited during the hop-from-i is H
i = (pLP F [i], pLP F [L[i]], pLP F [L 2 [i]], ..., pLP F [L f [i]]
Theorem 3. Given the pLP F and L on the n-length text T , the cpP A on T can be constructed in O(n) time and O(n) extra space.
To resolve the excessive extra space of Theorem 3, in Algorithm 4, we construct the cpP A = (pP OS, pLEN ) data structure directly, that is, without first allocating/constructing the pP A. The algorithm first (in line 2) computes η, the length of the cpP A, via Algorithm 3. When T [i] is a constant, η is simply the count of all exact T [i] symbols in T , which is necessary to begin a p-match. When T [i] is a parameter, η is the total of all parameter symbols in T because any length-1 prefix beginning with a parameter will p-match with any other parameter. Following the η computation, line 3 determines, for the given T , if the compact pP A representation is better than just pP A, i.e. when 2η < n. If not, we compute the pP A in the regular way (line 23). Otherwise, we allocate the arrays pP OS and pLEN with the known first entries (lines 4-5), i.e. pP OS [1] = 1 and pLEN [1] = n. The remainder of the algorithm operates in the same manner as Algorithm 2 using Lemma 2 (line 14); the key modification is replacing the n-length pP A with the η-length arrays pP OS and pLEN , i.e. removing the excessive extra space of Theorem 3. In line 10, we need to find the location in cpP A of pP A[L [i] ], so we first find the location of L [i] in pP OS via a binary search in order to find the position of the element pP A[L [i] ] in Algorithm 1 Given pLP F and L for an n-length T , construct the pP A for T . while valid sym and k ≤ n do 14: return k − 1 27: end function pLEN . We compute the current cpP A value v in line 14 (Lemma 2). Finally in lines 15-19, we only store the current value v in pP OS and pLEN if v > 0. The complexities of the algorithm follow. Note that like pLP F and L, the α(T ) is a pivotal parameter in many p-string applications. (n log η) . Lastly, the algorithm operates with O(1) extra space since only the required output arrays (pP OS and pLEN ) are allocated.
We note that by manipulating the alphabets, i.e. using only the Σ alphabet, all of our algorithms and results apply to the P A and cP A for traditional strings.
A Prefix Array for Parameterized Strings with Holes
In this section, we introduce a variation of the p-match on p-strings with holes (hp-strings) and propose/construct analogous prefix array data structures. Matching with hp-strings is closely related to the more general problem of indeterminate matching on p-strings, which has not been studied in the literature. Given an alphabet Σ, an indeterminate symbol [34] is a nonempty subset of Σ; an indeterminate string is a string defined on indeterminate symbols. Two indeterminate symbols λ and μ are said to match if λ ∩ μ = ∅. A special indeterminate symbol that contains every symbol in Σ is called a hole; indeterminate strings whose only symbols are holes or regular symbols (indeterminate symbols of cardinality one) are called partial words or strings with holes [19] .
For parameterized strings, incorporating indeterminate symbols can take many forms. We can allow each hole to match symbols from only Σ, only Π, or Σ ∪ Π. The way in which this is defined will impact how the holes and symbols are matched. We can allow holes and symbols to match in the traditional way. Alternatively, we can enforce another parameter bijection on only the indeterminate matches within the p-strings. While applications may exist for each variation, we will propose the most direct way to introduce indeterminate symbols into p-strings, which is useful in various applications (discussed later). In this work, our p-strings will have two types of holes, namely, I Σ (hole for the constant alphabet Σ) and I Π (hole for the parameter alphabet Π).
Thus, a parameterized string with holes (hp-string) is composed of symbols from the constant alphabet Σ, the parameter alphabet Π, and a third alphabet defining the holes: I = { I Σ , I Π }. To know the alphabet of each symbol in an hp-string T , we redefine the p-string α encoding. Now, (a) hα(T )
We refer to hα(T ) as the symbol alphabet encoding for the hp-string T .
Two hp-strings S and T form a match (hp-match) when (i) a p-match occurs between the string symbols from Σ and Π, (ii) the holes match, or (iii) the hole I Σ matches a symbol in Σ or the hole I Π matches a symbol in Π. Definition 8 formalizes the hp-match.
Definition 8. Parameterized matching with holes (hp-match): An hp-match exists between the n-length hp-strings S and T if each 1 ≤ i ≤ n corresponds to one of the following:
Unlike the p-match, we cannot perform the hp-match by creating a single encoding scheme and blindly comparing the encodings mainly because we do not know if a symbol will be matched with another symbol or with a hole. Whether a parameter is matched with another parameter or a hole will impact the meaning of the parameter distances in prev and thus the bijection.
In Algorithm 5 (hplcp), we compute the longest common prefix between any two suffixes at A and B in an hp-string T by considering each symbol in terms of Definition 8 (1)-(4). max(A, B) ) symbols via (1)-(4) of Definition 8 each in O(1) time with the alphabet encodings in hαT . The parameter bijection (2) is supported by two auxiliary |Π|-length arrays. Thus, O(n − max(A, B) ) time and O(|Π|) extra space is required.
In the following, we define the prefix array and compact prefix array for hp-strings.
Definition 9. Parameterized prefix array for hp-strings (hpP A):
For an n-length hp-string T , the hpP A is defined for each position 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that hpP A [i] is the length of the longest hp-matching prefix between T [1...n] and T [i...n], i.e., hpP A [i] = hplcp(T, hα(T ), 1, i).
Definition 10. Compact parameterized prefix array for hp-strings (chpP A):
Given the hpP A for the n-length T , the chpP A is a pair of integer arrays (hpP OS, hpLEN ) that represent the left-to-right nonzero elements of hpP A, i.e. hpP A[hpP OS [i] 
As with the cP A, we want to directly construct the chpP A without the hpP A. Algorithm 4 cannot construct the chpP A for hp-strings because (1) the length of the chpP A is different due to the presence of holes, (2) only p-matching is supported, and (3) the pLP F only supports standard p-strings.
Using Definition 8, we can modify the η calculation get cpPA length (Algorithm 3) as follows to compute the length of the chpP A. This function get chpPA length will handle the new scenario with holes; that is, when T [1] is a hole, it can hp-match another like-hole or a symbol in the respective alphabet. During each iteration of the linear scan to find η, the chpP A length, we can also easily construct the hpP OS (construct hpPOS) since each increment to the length η corresponds to a position where chpP A [i] At this point, we note that while the traditional P A/cP A [45, 20] and the new pP A/cpP A are constructed in linear time in the worst-case, the addition of holes introduces challenges to the worst-case running time. The compact prefix array data structures are powerful tools that can be used to find all borders of suffixes of a string with holes (see applications section). This difficult computation requires quadratic time in the worstcase and is linear in the average case for traditional strings with wildcards [39] . For traditional strings with indeterminate symbols, the cP A is constructed by [45] in quadratic time in the worst-case. Also in [45] , it was shown experimentally that computing the cP A for indeterminate strings is faster with a standard brute-force approach than when employing more sophisticated shifting mechanisms. Unlike the LP F definition where a match can occur between a suffix and any previous suffix in the string, the definition of the prefix array is more restrictive, requiring a match between a suffix and prefixes of the text itself, that is, only one suffix. Intuitively, this restriction will play a role in the practical running time. A future research problem is to investigate alternative approaches to improve the worst-case theoretical construction of prefix array-based data structures on strings with indeterminate symbols.
Applications
Consider finding an m-length pattern P in an n-length text T . First, let's say that P and T are p-strings. We can find all instances of P in T by constructing our pP A on P • # • T with # / ∈ Σ ∪ Π. For any pP A [i] = m, we report that P occurred in T at position (i − |P | − 1). This will require O(n) time by Theorem 3. We can use the same approach for hp-strings with the hpP A or chpP A. A quick analysis would say that this requires O(n 2 ) time by Theorem 5, but since no match can be longer than m due to the # symbol, all hp-matches between P and T will be reported in O(nm) time. Indeterminate pattern matching and even matching with wildcards suffer from similar worst-case time bounds and can limit holes to just P [32] . Note that the hp-match allows holes in both P and T .
Let's consider using the prefix array as a shifting mechanism for matching with holes. First, we discuss why the prefix array, and not the border array, is the shifting mechanism of choice for indeterminate pattern matching. Indeed, the border array (B) is useful in traditional pattern matching as a left-to-right shifting mechanism. That is, once you reach a mismatch between a symbol in P and T (or completely match P in T ) the match is advanced/shifted to the right by finding the length of the longest border. Specifically, if we have successfully matched k symbols, we want to find the length of the longest prefix of P [1...k] that matches with a suffix of P [1...k], i.e. B [k] . Suppose that this border is of length-q. We know that T has the same border as in P because we recently matched this section of P and T elsewhere in the strings. As a result, we can advance the match knowing that q symbols already match and we need to start working on the (q + 1)st symbol.
The problem is that the border array is defined based on recursive access to prefixes and suffixes of a string. The different borders of a string are retrieved by accessing the border array elements, i.e. B[B [k] ], and the matching assumes that (1) the borders in P will match, (2) borders in T will match, and (3) the border will match between P and T . While this works for traditional strings, transitivity does not hold for strings with holes. Let * be hole. We can have that * matches A, and B matches * , but A does not match B. As a result, there are essentially a list of borders for each suffix or prefix in an indeterminate string [45] . The prefix array definition resolves this problem by defining all matches on prefixes. In this way, we can compactly represent the quadratic number of borders for a string with holes in a linear space and further, we can retrieve these borders.
We describe one way to use the chpP A = (hpP OS, hpLEN ) as a shifting mechanism for hp-matching. First, we build the chpP A on P . Then, we perform the hp-match with P , left-to-right on T . Suppose we successfully match P [1...k] and mismatch on the (k + 1)st symbol. We can find the longest border of P [1...k] by finding the smallest j in hpP OS such that hpP OS[j] + hpLEN [j] ≥ k. We know that this border P [hpP OS [j] ...k] is an hp-match in P (at P [1...k − hpP OS[j] + 1]) since it was computed in the chpP A. The next step is to verify that this is also a matching border in T , before advancing the match to the (k + 1)st symbol. So, we can the exploit the η-length chpP A to help us pursue potential matches and skip others.
Due to the multiple alphabets and sophisticated bijective matching scheme, p-string theory is a very powerful field that is utilized to solve all standard string problems and to naturally address a variety of other problems. In earlier studies on p-strings, the core applications were source code cloning and detecting plagiarism in academia [7] , which make use of the Π alphabet as variable names in source code and particular words in text. A decade later, the p-string was used to help identify the structural similarity of complex RNA secondary structures [43] . More recently, the p-string was applied as a transformation for data compression [10] . We now identify music as a new area for p-string theory and indeterminate symbols. Then, we describe how the hp-match can be used in code cloning.
Music
Music is defined as organized sound over time. A score or sheet music represents music as a collection of notes and other symbols/annotations. At the basic level, notes will have a pitch and a beat. There are 12 pitches or notes, i.e. P = {A, A /B , B , C, C /D , D, D /E , E, F, F /G , G, G /A }, that are repeated at different octaves. For most musical arrangements, the pitch alphabet will be between A 0 and C 8 (with p o as pitch p at octave o), the respective low and high pitches of the piano. The pitches share a tonic (root) note and a key signature, i.e. a collection of pitches with respect to the tonic. The pitches in the key signature control the relative sound of a composition. Each pitch is to elapse a certain time determined by the beat, which is described by the time signature of the composition.
A problem in music theory and practice is the need to transpose a composition from one key signature to another. Simply put, music is transposed for multiple instruments (pitched differently) to sound correct together in a band/orchestra setting or music can be transposed to help better support the range of an instrument/voice. Thus, the same music can exist in many key signatures with variations, introducing challenges to music analysis and extraction. The method to transpose between two major or minor key signatures say K 1 and K 2 is to find the interval between K 1 and K 2 and move each pitch in the music up/down that exact interval. Computationally, we can count the number of semitones S that make up this interval and appropriately add/subtract S from each note in the sheet music. If we let Σ = ∅ and Π = P , then there is clearly a one-to-one correspondence, and thus a p-match, between the pitches, i.e. the parameter symbols, of transposed pieces.
Example 11. A sample transposition of Beethoven's Ode to Joy between F Major and G Major is displayed below, where P F are pitches in the key of F Major and P G in G Major, R F and R G are the respective rhythm sequences with quarter (q), dotted quarter (q.), eighth (e), and half (h) notes. P F = P G = R F =. e h R G =. e h Observe that prev(P F ) = prev(P G ) = 010013500135131 with pitches in the same octave Π = {F, G, A, B, Bb, C, D}. Thus, the transpositions indeed p-match. For simplicity, we can keep the same rhythm, i.e. time signature; so R F = R G . However, the music can be written in different, but equivalent time signatures, again requiring the p-match to detect equality.
The parameterized match with indeterminate symbols can be leveraged in various music applications. For instance, when music is originally drafted, sometimes a composer may not be certain of a note or, it may be possible that two notes sound just as pleasing to the ear. These segments of sheet music will have indeterminate symbols. Indeterminate symbols may also be present in digital music converted from audio due to background noise. Also, indeterminate symbols can help us query and extract different variations of a music segment.
Code cloning
The problem of trying to protect software and detect software infringement is the difficulty of dealing with multiple languages. When we preprocess these texts for p-matching, we will let Σ be the syntactic elements and let Π be the variable names; note that we can extend the Π alphabet to accommodate multiple letter words. In order to work with multiple languages, we must convert each source file to a uniform language. The problem here is: the lower level the language, the less natural language exists and so, it can be more difficult to say that code cloning, plagiarism indeed exists. With the hp-match, we can perform the match on the original source code.
Example 12. Suppose we are looking for a proprietary assignment statement in the C language, G=299*sqrt(F+T)+Q*T/F;. If this statement were present in an unauthorized clone of our system, it could appear in Java as Y=299*Math.sqrt(Z+T)+R*T/Z;, in Pascal as A:=299*sqrt(B+C)+D*C/B;, or in BASIC as LET Z=299*SQR(Y+X)+W*X/Y. We can use the hp-match to find potential clones by searching for the pattern Y I Σ 299* I Π (Z+T)+R*T/Z, where the syntactic elements are in Σ and the variables are in Π.
In cases where the integer 299 is replaced by say an expression (300-1) or the equation is provided in a different, but equivalent form, we can partly address these variations by first preprocessing source files and consistently expressing all equations. However, since there are many ways to write/express the same equation, we may have more evidence of plagiarism when two equations match prior to the aforementioned preprocessing.
